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In recent years, universities have been dealing with the concerns of the utilisation of artificial intelligence, es-
pecially with the emergence of ChatGPT. This technology can not only generate written contents, i.e. human-
like responses to questions and prompts, it can also affect assessments and evaluation methods. This paper
presents a pedagogical approach that focuses on integrating artificial intelligence (AI), in particular Ernie
Bot, a Chinese version of ChatGPT, into the assessment and evaluation process in the context of language
education. The approach is designed to enhance the understanding of AI’s role in learning, develop skills in
designing AI-informed assessment tasks, and cultivate critical AI literacy among a group of Year 3 TESOL
undergraduate students in a university located at Guangdong Province, China. Overall, this pedagogical ap-
proach enables TESOL undergraduate students to develop awareness and understanding of AI’s role in learn-
ing, cultivate skills in designing AI-informed assessment tasks, and foster critical AI literacy through hands-on
experiences. By integrating AI into language education assessment and evaluation, this approach prepares
students to navigate the evolving landscape of technology-mediated language learning environments. This
presentation also aims to contribute to the ongoing discussion around the use of AI in higher education as-
sessment and evaluation, highlighting the need for more research and a critical evaluation of its challenges
and impact.
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